Join us!

An evening with Gary Radke

Wednesday, October 22, 2014
6 p.m.
High Museum of Art, 1280 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta

Join Gary Radke, Dean’s Professor of the Humanities in the College of Arts and Sciences, for a private reception, gallery talk, and exclusive preview tour of the exhibition, “Make A Joyful Noise”: Renaissance Art and Music from Florence Cathedral. For the first time, the “Cantoria” marble panels created in the 1400s will travel to the U.S. Get event details.
Save the date!
Meet Chancellor Syverud!

Wednesday, November 19, 2014
6 p.m.
National Center for Civil and Human Rights
100 Ivan Allen Jr. Boulevard, Atlanta

Chancellor Syverud is coming to Atlanta! Hear his vision for Syracuse University, and learn about Fast Forward Syracuse—a transformative initiative that will provide strategic direction to propel the University forward. Join us for a reception followed by remarks and Q&A. Get event details.

In the News

Maintaining strong connections

A Syracuse University Life Trustee, John Breyer has been one of the University’s most loyal friends since the early 1970s, when he began serving as the General Electric representative on the College of Engineering and Computer Science Advisory Board. Forty years later Breyer remains on the board, driven by his love of engineering and desire to see more high school graduates pursue engineering careers. Read more.

Laying roots in Atlanta

Nicole Osborne ’14 got a dose of southern hospitality and Orange pride as she completed two exceptional summer internships in Atlanta and interacted with Syracuse alumni in the region. Thanks to rich and vastly different experiences at the Georgia Justice Project and APD Solutions, the policy studies major plans to graduate in December—a semester early—and hopes to pursue a career in Atlanta. Read more.
Meet Sajda Nuriddin ’06, G’08

An energy engineer for NORESCO, Sajda Nuriddin ’06, G’08 evaluates energy consumption in buildings and makes deteriorating systems more efficient—crediting many of her skills to the Industrial Assessment Center at Syracuse University’s College of Engineering and Computer Science. “Had I not been involved in the Industrial Assessment Center, I never would have been introduced to this subset of engineering,” she says. “I’m glad I took the road less traveled.”

Read more.